
Tuesday A.M. 7:30 [October 7, 1884] 
My own darling 
 I have just been having a cold lunch[,] one of your old letters.  I read them over every 
spare moment.  I find you saying in the one of Sept. 30 of the separation “You know it is much 
harder to bear without complaining & groaning” “when I have some one to go to with it all you 
didn’t suppose you didn’t suppose I’d keep it all in did you.”  My own I know it is harder to keep 
it all in as I find by experience.  Did my out break on sunday hurt you.  I could not help it.  I think 
it is quite right for us to go to one another for help & sympathy in this matter & that the 
sympathy is a melancholy sort of pleasure but still a pleasure to give & to receive.  When you 
speak about bring an old grunt I cannot agree with you for you say very little about your bodily 
ills.  I don’t think that you will ever be able to endure me when there is the least thing the 
matter with me for I am a terrible grunt.  Dont you remember what a time I made over my 
funny back kink while we were at Madison in those happy fourteen days[,] happy in spite of 
every thing.  We must & do both of us recall them & the being together as so very very happy 
even tho we didn’t understand each other.  I dont think that you will be able to have any 
patience with me.  Weren’t you disgusted at that time?  Of course you wouldn’t have hurt me 
by showing it.  I made more of a time about it than you would over & did over your sprained 
ankle.  No my own darling I feel quite sure that you do not complain too much over this trial & I 
want you to feel that you can & must come to me with all those feelings & all actions that you 
would like to share with me & not defraud me of what little pleasure it may be to suffer with 
you.  I suppose that you laugh at calling suffering a pleasure but darling Effie search your own 
feelings & see if you don’t find it so.  I won’t now defend that word for I must go to the mill but 
will leave it for you to ponder.  Goodbye my darling girl.  I shall be terribly disappointed if there 
isn’t some word of love from you in this morning’s mail ___  How I look for them.  It is not that I 
need them to keep me loving you at all.  Not that.  I love you so that if we were where we 
couldn’t correspond I should be [ill.] all the same but when the mails come morning & evening 
& I watch them I feel so heavily when I dont get some thing.  Maybe the mail is in now __  
Goodbye Harry___ 
 


